There are two intertwined factors that affect performance of concurrent data structures: the ability of processes to access the shared data in parallel and the cost of synchronization. It has been observed that for a class of "concurrencyaverse" data structures, the use of fine-grained locking for parallelization does not pay off: an implementation based on a single global lock outperforms fine-grained solutions. The combining paradigm exploits this by ensuring that a thread holding the global lock combines requests and then executes the combined requests sequentially on behalf of other (waiting) concurrent threads. The downside here is that the waiting threads are unused even when concurrently applied requests can be potentially performed in parallel.
Introduction
Efficient concurrent data structures have to balance parallelism and synchronization. Parallelism implies performance, while synchronization maintains consistency. The most efficient implementations of "concurrency-friendly" data structures (e.g., sets based on linked lists [22] , [23] or binary search trees [13] , [15] ), attain high degrees of parallelism via hand-crafted fine-grained locking. In contrast, "concurrency-averse" data structures (e.g., queues and stacks) are subject to frequent sequential bottlenecks, and their coarse-grained implementations (serializing concurrent requests through a single global lock) perform surprisingly well compared with fine-grained ones [24] . A general data structure typically combines the features of "concurrency-aversness" and "concurrency-friendliness", and an immediate question is how to implement it in the most efficient way.
The combining paradigm has been proposed to reduce the synchronization overhead on the global lock in coarsegrained algorithms [24] , [34] . The idea of combining is the following. Concurrent threads maintain a public list of active requests. A thread coming with a new operation on the data structure places its request into the list and tries to acquire the global lock. The thread that successfully acquires the lock, called the combiner, sequentially executes the requests in the list on behalf of the waiting threads, called the clients. The clients "busy-wait" until their requests are executed. The technique was shown to give considerable performance gains to concurrency-averse data structures, where consistency requirements restrict most of requests to be serialized [17] , [18] , [24] .
However, if the data structure allows some sets of concurrent operations to proceed in parallel, the use of combining gives sub-optimal algorithms, as clients waste their computational power on busy waiting instead of performing any useful work.
To make use of this power, we propose parallel combining: the combiner dynamically detects blocks of operations that can run in parallel, distributes them among the waiting clients, and ensures that the parallel operations complete. The technique is thus parameterized with the client code, specifying the parallel program the clients run, and combiner code, specifying the conditions when a parallel block can be launched and detecting when it completes.
We validate the technique via two applications. First, we consider concurrent implementations optimized for readdominated workloads. More precisely, given a sequential data structures, we split its operations into read-only ones (i.e., those that never modify the data), and the remaining updates. In scenarios when most of invoked operations are read-only, a concurrent implementation of the data structure may run most of requests in parallel. Update requests on the data structure are performed by the combiner sequentially and read-only requests are performed by the combiner and the clients in parallel. For our performance analysis, we chose the dynamic graph data structure [28] exporting two update methods, inserting and deleting an edge, and one read-only method, test whether or not two vertices are connected. The dynamic graph implementation using parallel combining considerably outperforms global lock and global read-write lock implementations. This is the first concurrent dynamic graph implementation with a non-trivial speedup.
We then consider a more general case of parallel batched data structures [2] that apply a batch (a set of operations) using parallelism. In the simplest form, the parallel implementation statically assigns a separate code to each thread. We apply parallel combining to the priority queue data struc-ture supporting two methods Insert and ExtractMin. A side contribution of this application is a novel parallel batched priority queue for the static multithreading model. We show that the resulting concurrent priority queue outperforms all other considered concurrent priority queue implementations [24] , [26] , [31] , [37] .
Further, we discuss how our technique can be applied to a more general class of batched data structures provided with a parallel code for dynamic multithreading, for example, using the fork-join mechanism. In this case, the clients run rely on a task-scheduling algorithm, realized, e.g., through work stealing. We expect, however, that the resulting concurrent algorithm might perform worse than the one using a static parallel assignment due to sychroniation overhead caused on the work-stealing queues.
At a high level, this paper proposes a general technique to construct concurrent data structures from their parallel batched counterparts. Applications of parallel combining may thus go beyond concurrent implementations of sequential data types (e.g., using the correctness criterion of linearizability [27] ). Sometimes only a parallel batched specification of a data structure is provided. An execution of a concurrent data structure based on parallel combining may be seen as a sequence of applications of batches of concurrent operations, which enables more general criteria (e.g., set linearizability [33] or interval linearizability [10] ), thus broadening the scope of applications to which the technique can be applied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce several notions on data structures. In Section 3 we outline parallel combining and provide several applications. In Section 4 we show how to apply the parallel combining to priority queue. In Section 5 we report the results of experiments. In Section 6 we overview the related work, and we conclude in Section 7. The full version of this paper is presented in [3] .
Background
Data types and data structures. A sequential data type is defined by a state machine consisting of a set of operations, a set of responses, a set of states, an initial state and a set of transitions. Each transition maps a state and an operation to a new state and a response. A sequential implementation (or sequential data structure) corresponding to a given data type specifies, for each operation, a sequential read-write algorithm, so that the specification of the data type is respected in every sequential execution. We consider a system of n asynchronous processes (processors or threads of computation) that communicate by executing primitive operations on shared base objects. The operations can be reads and writes or conditional primitives, such as Test&Set or Compare&Swap. A concurrent implementation (or concurrent data structure) for a given data type assigns, for each process and each operation of the data type, a deterministic state machine that is triggered whenever the process invokes and operation and specifies the sequence steps (primitives on the base objects) the process needs to perform to complete the operation. Typically, we require the concurrent data structure to be linearizable with respect to the data type, concurrent operations take effect instantaneously within their intervals [27] . Batched data structures. A batched implementation (or batched data structure) of a data type specifies operations to be performed for batches (sets) of data type operations. It exports one apply operation that takes a batch of datatype operations as a parameter and returns responses for this operations consistent with a sequential application of operations from the batch in some order. We also consider extensions of the definition where we explicitely define the "batched" data type [10] , [33] . Such a data type takes a batch and a state and returns a new state and a vector of responses.
For example, in the simplest form, a batched implementation may consequently apply operations from a batch to the sequential data structure. But batched implementations may also use parallelism to accelerate the execution of a batch: we call these parallel batched implementations. We consider two types of parallel batched implementations: written for static multithreading or written for dynamic multithreading [11] . Static multithreading. A parallel batched data structure specifies a distinct (sequential) code to each process in PRAM-like models: PRAM [30] , Bulk synchronous parallel model [40] , Asynchronous PRAM [19] , etc. For example, in this paper, we provide a batched implementation of a priority queue in the Asynchronous PRAM model. The Asynchronous PRAM consists of n sequential processors, each with its own private local memory, communicating through the shared memory. Each process has its own program. Unlike the classical PRAM model, each process executes its instructions independently of the timing of the other processors. Each process performs one of the four types of instructions per tick of its local clock: global reads and writes, local operations and synchronization steps. A synchronization step among a set S of processes is a logical point where each processor in S waits for all the processes in S to arrive before continuing its local program. Dynamic multithreading. Here the implementation of a batch is written as a sequential read-write algorithm using concurrency keywords specifiying logical parallelism, such as spawn, sync, parallel-for [11] . An execution of a batch can be presented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that unfolds dynamically. In the DAG, each node represents a unit-time sequential subcomputation, and each edge represents control-flow dependencies between nodes. A node that corresponds to a "spawn" has two or more outgoing edges and a node that corresponds to a "sync" has two or more incoming edges. The batch is executed using a scheduler that chooses which DAG nodes to execute on each process. It can only execute ready nodes: not yet executed nodes whose predecessors have all been executed. Typically, the work-stealing scheduler is used (e.g., [6] ). In traditional work-stealing, each process p maintains a deque of ready nodes. When a node u is complete, p traverses successors of u and collects the ready ones. Then it assigns one of the ready successors to itself and puts the rest at the bottom of its deque. When p's deque is empty, it becomes a thief : it randomly picks a victim processor and steals from the top of the victim's deque.
Parallel combining and applications
In this section we present our parallel combining technique and show that flat combining [24] is a special case. Then we present two applications of our technique: (1) transforming a sequential data structure into a concurrent one optimized for read-dominated workloads given and (2) transforming a parallel batched data structure into a concurrent one.
Parallel combining
The technique is presented in a parameterized form: the parameters are specified depending on the application.
We maintain a shared structure PC consisting of: a global lock field, a count field storing the identifier of the last combining pass and a head field pointing to the head of the publication list. The publication list is a linked list of threadlocal publication records that hold the requests to the data structure. A publication record of a thread consists of three fields: a pointer next to the next record in the publication list, a request of the thread on the data structure represented by a Request object and a last field -the identifier of the last combining pass that performed the request from this publication record. If the publication record has not participated in recent combining passes, i.e., the difference between count and last is big enough, the thread is considered inactive and its record is removed from the list. When the publication record is not in the list its next pointer is null.
A Request type consists of the following fields: 1) the operation on the data structure to be performed (containing the method and its input); 2) the response field; 3) the status of the request with a value from STATUS_SET; 4) auxiliary fields. We assume that among other status values, STATUS_SET contains PUSHED and FINISHED, where PUSHED status means that the request is active, and FINISHED status means that the request is served.
To execute a method on the data structure, each thread performs the following sequence of steps (summarized in Listing 1):
1) The thread reads an object Request r from the request field of its publication record p. Then it appropriately initializes the fields of r (Lines 21-24). The fields can be initialized in any order as long as the status field is initialized the last: only then the request can be served.
2) The thread checks if its publication record p is in the list, and if not, it tries to add it using a CAS instruction (Lines 49-56).
3) The thread tries to grab the global lock (Line 28).
If successful the thread becomes the combiner and proceeds to Step 4. Otherwise, the thread becomes the client and waits until either the lock is released or somebody starts the thread's operation, i.e., the status of the request is not PUSHED (Lines [39] [40] [41] . While waiting the thread verifies that its publication record is still in the list (Line 41). If the status is PUSHED after the while loop then the lock was released and the thread restarts this Step (Lines 42-43). Finally, the thread executes the code CLIENT_CODE (Line 45). 4) The thread is the combiner.
• It verifies that its publication record is in the publication list (Line 29)
• It increments the combining pass identifier count by one (Line 30).
• It traverses the publication list and collects all the requests with the state PUSHED, i.e., the active requests (Lines 58-65). It sets the last field of the publication records with active request to count.
• It executes the code COMBINER_CODE (Line 33).
•
If count is so that the cleanup needs to be performed, for example, count is divisible by 1000, the combiner removes from the publication list the publication records for which the last identifier of combining pass is much smaller than the identifier count of the current pass. (Line 67-77).
• It releases the global lock (Line 37). To use our technique, one should therefore specify the combiner code COMBINER_CODE, the client code CLIENT_CODE, and appropriately modify Request type and STATUS_SET.
Flat Combining
Flat combining [24] builds a concurrent data structure, given the sequential batch counterpart D. The combiner calls apply on D providing the list of operations from active requests, while clients passively wait until their request are performed.
It is straightforward to implement flat combining using our technique, and we provide the corresponding COMBINER_CODE and CLIENT_CODE be-low. STATE_SET consists of two values PUSHED and FINISHED. Request type does not have auxiliary fields. In COMBINER_CODE, the combiner collects all active requests A. Then it executes apply method of D providing operations from the requests in A. Finally, it sets the status of each request in A to FINISHED. The CLIENT_CODE is empty.
Read-optimized concurrent data structures
An operation is called read-only if it never modifies the data structure. Otherwise it is an update. For readdominated workloads, when most of operations applied on the data structure are read-only, one may want to improve performance by running read-only operations in parallel. The conventional way to do this is to use read-write global lock: take the lock in the read mode if a read-only operation is performed and take the lock in the write mode otherwise.
Given a sequential data structure D, we provide the codes for the combiner and the client (Listings 2 and 3) that essentially provides the read-write lock functionality: read-only operations proceed in parallel and updatessequentially.
STATE_SET consists of three elements PUSHED, STARTED and FINISHED. Request type does not have auxiliary fields. In COMBINER_CODE (Listing 2) the combiner is provided with the list A of active requests. Then it splits A into two lists: the list of requests U with update operation and the list of requests R with read-only operation (Lines 2-9). The combiner executes the requests in U sequentially and sets their statuses to FINISHED (Lines 11-13). Then the combiner sets the statuses of requests in R to STARTED (Lines 15-16). After, the combiner checks whether its own request is read-only (Line 18). If so, it executes the method and sets the status of its request to FINISHED (Lines [19] [20] . Finally, the combiner waits until the statuses of the requests in R are not STARTED (Lines 22-23).
In CLIENT_CODE (Listing 3) the client behaves according to the type of the method. If the method is an update method then the status of the client's request is already FINISHED and the client returns (Line 2). If the method is a read-only method then the client's status is already STARTED. The client executes its method (Line 4) and sets the status of the request to FINISHED (Line 5). Theorem 1. A concurrent implementation built from a sequential data structure using the method from this subsection is linearizable with respect to the corresponding data type.
To evaluate the approach we apply it to the sequential dynamic graph data structure presented by Holm et al. [28] . The results appear in Section 5.1.
Parallel batched algorithms
We build a concurrent implementation given the parallel batched implementation.
If we are provided with the parallel batched implementation for static multithreading, apply function is given as a separate codes for each thread. It is almost as having COMBINER_CODE and CLIENT_CODE. We only need to enrich STATUS_SET with the value STARTED.
In COMBINER_CODE the combiner collects the requests, sets their statuses to STARTED and performs the code of apply. In CLIENT_CODE the client simply performs its code of apply. When finished, the thread sets the status of its request to FINISHED.
If we are provided with the parallel batched implementation for dynamic multithreading, one can turn it into a concurrent one using parallel combining with a workstealing scheduler. Again, STATUS_SET is enriched with the value STARTED. In COMBINER_CODE the combiner collects the requests and sets their statuses to STARTED. Then the combiner creates a working deque, puts there a task of apply function and starts the work-stealing routine. In CLIENT_CODE the client creates a working deque and starts the work-stealing routine.
Priority Queue with Parallel Combining
Priority queue is an abstract data type that maintains an ordered set of values and supports two operations:
• Insert(v) -inserts value v into the set;
• v ← ExtractMin() -extracts the smallest value from the set.
To make use of the generalized combining in application to batched data structures we need to provide the batched priority queue data structure. Several batched priority queues were proposed before. Pinotti and Pucci [35] proposed a batched priority queue on p-processor CREW PRAM implemented as a heap each node of which contains p values in sorted order. This implementation allows only batches of size p. Deo and Prasad [14] proposed a similar batched priority queue on p-processor EREW PRAM implemented as a heap each node of which contains p values in sorted order. It could execute batches of any size, but the running time of the execution depends on p. For example, if the size of the batch is one and the number of processors is one the execution takes O(p log m) time on a queue of size m. Brodal et al. [9] proposed a batched priority queue that supports batches of Insert and DecreaseKey operations, but not the batches of ExtractMin operations. Sanders [36] developed a randomized priority queue for MIMD with p processors. In this algorithm the priority queue is split into p parts. Again, the running time of any batch on any number of processors depends on p. Also, in the paper it is only explained how to extract exactly p values. Bingmann et al. [4] described a batched priority queue for external memory. It has the same issue as the previous approach, while not providing any theoretical bounds. All of these implementations do not satisfy us: they depend on the total number of processors. We do not want our algorithm to depend on the total number of processors because of the two reasons: it should be allowed to introduce a processor to and withdraw a processor from the system, and the running time should depend only on the size of the queue and the size of the batch. We propose a new parallel batched algorithm that applies a batch of size c to a queue of size m in O(c log c + log m) parallel time on Asynchronous CREW PRAM.
Our batched priority queue is based on a sequential binary heap presented in Gonnet and Munro [20] , as one of the simplest and fastest sequential implementations of priority queue. We briefly describe the sequential algorithm below.
A binary heap of size S is represented as a complete binary tree with nodes 1, . . . , S where the node v has children 2v and 2v + 1 and the heap property is satisfied: the value stored at node v is less than the values stored at its children. The heap is represented with an integer size and a 1-indexed array a where a [v] is the value at node v. Ttwo operations ExtractMin and Insert are performed as follows:
• ExtractMin swaps the contents of a[size] and a [1] , decrements size and performs the sift -down procedure to restore the heap property. Starting from the root, for each node v on the path, we check if a [v] is less than the values a[2v] and a[2v + 1] then the heap property is satisfied and we stop our operation. Otherwise, we choose the child c, either 2v or 2v + 1, with the smallest value, swap values a[v] and a[c], and continue with c. The result of the query is stored in a[size + 1].
• For Insert(x), we initialize a variable val = x, increment size and traverse the path from the root to new node size. For each node v on the path, if val < a[v], then the two values are swapped. Then we continue with the child of v that lies on the path from v to node size. When we reach node size, we set its value to val.
The complexity is O(log m) per operation. Now we present our batched implementation in a form of CLIENT_CODE and COMBINER_CODE that will be fit in the parallel-combining framework.
We introduce a sequential object InsertSet. It consists of three fields: two linked lists A and B, each contains values in the sorted order, and the integer size -the total number of elements in A and B. InsertSet supports an operation (X, Y ) ← split(S), which splits InsertSet S into two InsertSet objects X and Y , where X contains elements and Y contains size − elements, assuming ≤ size,. This operation is executed sequentially in O(L = min( , size − )) time: if |S.A| ≥ , then the first |S.A|− of elements ofS.A are moved to S.B (the case for |S.B| ≥ is symmetric).
In the concurrent implementation, the heap is represented with an integer size and a 1-indexed array a where a[v] is a Node object that corresponds to the node v. Node object consists of three fields: value val, boolean locked and InsertSet split.
STATUS_SET consists of three items: PUSHED, SIFT and FINISHED.
The Request object consists of: the method m; the input argument v; the result res field; the id of the node start. Now, we describe our COMBINER_CODE and CLIENT_CODE algorithms. Combiner: ExtractMin preparation. First, the combiner obtains a list of active requests A from PC structure. If the size of A is larger than the current size of the queue, the combiner serves the requests sequentially as in flat combining. Intuitively, if there are more Insert requests than the number of nodes in the corresponding binary tree, we cannot add them in parallel.
In the following we assume that the size of the queue is at least the size of A. This condition is important for our algorithm it will be used implicitly. The combiner splits A into two sets I and E: the set of Insert requests and the set of ExtractMin requests, and then finds |E| nodes v If its request is ExtractMin, the combiner also runs the code above as a client. The combiner considers the ExtractMin phase completed when no request in E has status SIFT. Combiner: Insert preparation. For Insert requests, the combiner removes all the requests that are finished from I. The nodes [size + 1, size + |I|] have to be leaves, because we assume that the size of I is at most the size of the queue. We call these leaves target nodes.
The combiner then finds all split nodes: nodes for which the subtrees of both children contain at least one target nodes. (See Figure 1 for an example of how target and split nodes can be defined.)
There are exactly |I|−1 split nodes u 1 , . . . , u |I|−1 . They can be found in O(|I|) time using bit-arithmetics or by the clients in parallel: node u i is the least common ancestor of nodes size + i and size + i + 1. Then the combiner sets the start field of I [1] to the root and, for each i ∈ [2, |I|], it sets the start field of I[i] to the right child of u i−1 (node 2u i−1 + 1). The combiner initializes the InsertSet field s of the request I [1] and puts sorted arguments of requests in I to a [1] .val has to be bigger than all the values in S.B, since by the algorithm S.B is a subset of values that were stored on a path from the root to v. Then the client calculates the number L of target nodes in the subtree of the left child of v and the number R of target nodes in the subtree of the right child of v. If L = 0, then all the values in S should be inserted into the subtree of the right child of v, and c proceeds to the right child 2v + 1. If R = 0, then, symmetrically, c proceeds to the left child 2v. Otherwise, v is a split node and, thus, there is a client that waits at the right child 2v + 1. Hence, c splits S to (X, Y ) ← S.split(L): the values in X should be inserted into the subtree of node 2v and the values in Y should be inserted into the subtree of node 2v + 1. Then c sets a[2v + 1].split to Y , sets S to X and proceeds to node 2v. When c reaches a leaf v it sets the value a[v].val to the only value in S and sets the status of the request req to FINISHED.
If its request is an unfinished Insert, the combiner runs the code above as a client. The combiner considers the Insert phase completed when no request in I has status PUSHED. Now, we provide theorems on correctness and time bounds. • After an execution the heap property is satified for all nodes. Proof. The first statement of the theorem is true, because the combiner chooses the smallest a elements from the priority queue and sets them as responses of ExtractMin operations.
The second statement about the set of values straightforwardly follows from the algorithm: we remove the smallest elements from the queue and insert new values.
The third statement is slightly tricky. For simplicity of the proof we apply only batches with operations of the same type, i.e., a or b is zero. For the batches with a mix of operations the proof remains almost the same.
Suppose, we apply a batch of a ExtractMin operations. At first, the combiner finds a smallest elements that should be removed from the heap and swaps them with a last elements of the heap. Suppose, these a smallest elements were at nodes v 1 , . . . , v a sorted by their depth in nonincreasing order. These nodes form a connected subtree with the root v a of the heap. Now, a threads perform sift down in parallel from the nodes v 1 , . . . , v a . Consider a sequential execution SE of sift down operations: sift down from v 1 , then sift down from v 2 , etc. The thread that sifts from v i compares and swaps the same values as during the sift down from v i in SE. Thus, it is enough to show that after SE the heap property is satisfied. This is proven by induction: after sift down from v i the heap property is satisfied for nodes in the subtree of v i . We are done because v a is the root of the heap. Now, we apply a batch of b Insert operations. We name the nodes with at least one target node in the subtree as modified. Modified nodes are the only nodes in which the values have been changed and each modified node is visited by some client. It is enough to prove that the heap property holds for modified nodes because for other nodes their values and the values in their children did not change.
We prove this by induction on the depth of a node. Base. The value in the root is chosen as the smallest element from InsertSet and the current value in the root, thus it is the smallest value in the heap. Transition from depth k to depth k + 1. Consider a modified node v at depth k + 1 and the client that works on it. This client maintains InsertSet S. Our algorithm chooses the value at v to be the minimum of what will be in its subtree: either the current value at v or the minimal value in S, i.e., the values to be inserted into the subtree of v. Thus, the heap property is satisfied for v. Then algorithm continues with children. Eventually, in this way we prove that for any modified node the heap property is satisfied. Theorem 3. Our concurrent priority queue implementation is linearizable.
Proof. We split all the concurrent operations performed on the concurrent priority queue into batches. i-th batch represents the operations that are collected during i-th combining pass.
Suppose, in i-th batch we have a ExtractMin operations and b Insert operations. We linearize all these operations at the moment when the corresponding call of getRequests() is finished. Then we put an order on the operations. At first, we linearize ExtractMin operations in the increasing order of their reponses. Then we linearize InsertMin operations in any order.
This linearization is correct due to the previous theorem. During the ExtractMin phase the clients start sift down from nodes that form a connected subtree with the root of the heap. The height of this tree is at most c. Let us split the clients into groups by the depth of the start node: G 1 , . . . , G c . Now, let us split the execution on phases: during a phase some processors take a step, i.e., compare the value in the node with the values in the children, probably, swap, then finish or move to the proper child. At the first phase all clients from G c take the step. At the second phase all clients from G c and G c−1 take one step. Starting from cth phase all clients from G 1 , . . . , G c take one step. The total number of phases after c-th phase does not exceed log m. Since each step takes O(1) time, the phased execution takes O(c + log m) time. During the asynchronous execution the client takes each step earlier than it does during the execution in phases, thus the ExtractMin phase takes O(c+log m) time.
The combiner prepares Insert requests in O(c log c) time: sorts the requests and finds the split nodes (could be done not by bit-arithmetics but by the clients in parallel in O(log n) time).
Look at a client with non-finished Insert request during Insert phase. We prove that if the client is at node v and is already provided with InsertSet of size s then O(depth(v) + c − s) time has passed from the beginning of Insert phase. Then the client calculates L and R, the number of target nodes in the subtree of the left child of v and in the subtree of the right child of v. This could be done in O(1) time: by intersecting the set of target nodes, represented as a range of identifiers, with the identifiers of the leaves that are located in the subtree of the proper child of v. Let us discuss how to maintain the identifiers of the leaves. The client that starts in the root stores the identifiers of all the leaves: [ When the batch size c is approximately O(log m) (as is in practice) we get almost perfect utilization of the clients' computational power.
Experiments
For our experiments we use 4-processor AMD Opteron 6378 2.4 GHz server with 16 threads per processor (yielding 64 threads in total), 512 Gb of RAM, running Ubuntu 14.04.5 with Java 1.8.0 111-b14 and HotSpot JVM 25.111-b14.
All the implementations used in experiments are written in Java.
Concurrent Dynamic Graph
To illustrate how parallel combining can be used to construct a read-optimized concurrent data structure, we choose a sequential dynamic graph proposed by Holm et al. [28] . The data type supports two update methods: insertion Insert(e) of an edge e and deletion Delete(e) of an edge e; and one read-only method: a connectivity query AreConnected(u, v) that tests whether two vertices u and v are connected.
We compare the parallel combining implementation (PC) against three other implementations: a global-lock based (Lock) using ReentrantLock, a global read-write lock based (RW Lock) using ReadWriteReentrantLock and a flat combining implementation (FC). The code is available at https://github.com/Aksenov239/concurrent-graph.
We consider the algorithms under the workloads characterized by four parameters:
• the percent c of AreConnected operations: 50%, 80% or 100% (we consider read-dominated workloads);
• the number N of vertices in the graph: 10 4 , 10 5 or 4 · 10 5 ;
• the set of edges E from which we choose edges for operations: edges of a random tree on N vertices or edges of 10 random trees on N vertices;
• and the number of working threads P varies from 1 to 64.
We prepopulate the graph with edges from E: we insert each edge with probability 50%. Then we start P threads. Each thread continuously applies operations to the graph:
• with probability c%, it picks vertices u and v uniformly at random, and calls AreConnected(u, v);
• with probability 100 − c 2 %, it picks a random edge e from E and calls Insert(e);
• with probability 100 − c 2 %, it picks a random edge e from E and calls Delete(e).
We separate the workloads into two groups: we name the workloads when E is a tree as Tree workloads, and we name the workloads when E is 10 trees as Forest workloads. We find Tree workloads interesting because they show the degenerate case: the dynamic graph data structure behaves as a dynamic tree data structure. We find Forest workloads interesting because they show how the data structure performs on graphs with a non-small number of edges in compare to the number of vertices (10×N edges) and when a significant number of update operations (approximately 10% Delete operations) modify the spanning tree maintained by the data structure.
For a number of vertices we choose three values 10 4 , 10 5 , and 4·10 5 , because we want to look on small graphs, on large graphs and some middle sized graphs. We do not consider smaller graphs because the work performed on them by
AreConnected is small in compare to the synchronization overhead. We do not consider bigger graphs because the throughput (the number of operations per second) becomes smaller than the number of edges in an initial graph.
We use the throughput metric to assess performance of the considered algorithms. For each combination of parameters, we run for 10 seconds as a warmup and then run five times for 10 seconds, the average throughput of these five runs is reported in Figure 2 .
Our implementation (PC) consistently exhibits higher throughput than all other implementations. Lock (the globallock implementation) outperforms RW Lock (the read-write lock implementation) on workloads with a mix of update and read-only operations. Also, Lock outperforms RW Lock on read-only workloads with N equal to 10 4 : this is because the execution time of AreConnected is small in compare to the synchrnonization overhead which is bigger in RW Lock implementation. When the size of graph increases RW Lock outperforms Lock on read-only workloads. FC (the implementation based on flat combining) performs slightly worse than Lock and RW Lock implementations. We relate this to the fact that both Lock and RW Lock implementations use ReentrantLocks which are variants of CLH lock [12] . CLH lock resembles combining: the requests to the lock are stored in the queue, when the first thread in a queue ends his operation he passes the lock to the next thread in the queue. When the number of threads is high CLH Lock has contention on a tail of the queue, while flat combining collecting requests could pass a lot of empty publications. It seems that this overhead of flat combining is higher that the overhead of CLH Lock.
Priority Queue
We compare our algorithm (PC) against five state-of-theart implementations of priority queue: flat combining with binary heap (FC Binary [24] ), flat combining with pairing heap (FC Pairing [24] ), lazy lock-based skip-list implementation (Lazy SL [26] ) lock-free skip-list non-linearizable implementation by Herlihy and Shavit (SkipQueue [26] ) as an adaptation of Lotan and Shavit's algorithm [37] and lockfree skip-list implementation by Linden and Johnson (Linden SL [31] ). We are aware of the cache-friendly priority queue implementation by Braginsky et al. [8] , but we do not have its Java implementation. The code is available at https://github.com/Aksenov239/FC-heap.
We consider the algorithms under the workloads characterized by three parameters:
• the initial size of the priority queue S: 8 · 10 5 , 8 · 10 6 or 2 · 10 7 ;
• the range R from which the values are: [0, 10 4 ] or [0, 2 31 − 1];
We prepopulate the queue with S elements uniformly drawn from the range R. Then, we start P threads. Each thread continuously applies the operations: randomly chooses to perform either Insert or ExtractMin operation. Inserted values are uniformly drawn from the range R.
For each setting we run the code for 10 seconds as a warmup and then run five times for 10 seconds, the average throughput of these five runs is reported in Figure 3 .
The flat combining implementations (FC Binary and FC Pariring) perform similarly to the worst skip-list implementation we considered (SkipQueue). The throughput of Lazy SL (lock-based skip-list implementation) lies between Linden SL and SkipQueue. Lazy SL outperforms SkipQueue because it requires fewer CAS operations per Insert and ExtractMin. While Linden SL outperforms other skip-list implementations since it reduces a contention for concurrent ExtractMin operations.
Our algorithm (PC) outperforms Linden SL when the number of threads exceeds 38. On smaller number of threads our algorithm performs slower than most of the algorithms: the synchronization cost and the sequential work overwhelm the benefits of the work performed in parallel. Note, that our algorithm is the only algorithm whose throughput increases with the increase of the number of threads.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to combine concurrent operations was introduced by Yew et al. [41] . They introduce a combining tree: threads start at the leaves and traverse upwards to gain exclusive access by reaching the root. If during the traversal two threads access the same tree node, one thread adopts the operations of another and continues the traversal, while the other thread stops its traversal and waits until its operations are completed. Several improvements of this technique have been discussed, such as adaptive combining tree [39] , barrier implementations [21] , [32] and counting networks [38] .
A different approach was proposed by Oyama et al. [34] . Here the data structure is protected by a lock. A thread with a new operation to be performed adds it to a list of submitted requests and then tries to acquire the lock. The thread that acquires the lock performs the pending requests on behalf of other threads from the list in LIFO order, and later removes them from the list. Its main drawback is that all threads have to perform CAS on the head of the list. The flat combining technique presented by Hendler et al. [24] addresses this issue by replacing the list of requests with a publication list which maintains a distinct publication record per participating thread. A thread puts its new operation in its publication record, and the publication record is only maintained in the list if the thread is sufficiently active. This way the thread generally does not need to perform CAS on the head of the list. Variations of the flat-combining were later proposed for various contexts [16] , [17] , [18] , [29] .
Hierarchical combining [25] is the first attempt to improve performance of combining using the computation power of clients. The list of requests is split into blocks, and each of these blocks has its own combiner The combiners push the combined requests from the block into the second layer implemented as the standard flat combining with one combiner. This approach, however, may be sub-optimal as it does not make all clients to participate. Moreover, this approach works only for specific data structures, such as stacks or unfair synchronous queue, where operations could be combined without accessing the data structure.
Agrawal [2] et al. proposed a way to leverage the unused power of the clients in a different context. They propose a scheduler for a dynamic multithreaded parallel program accessing an abstract data type, assuming that we are provided with an implementation of the type as a parallel batched data structure written for dynamic multithreading. The scheduler extends the work stealing scheduler by maintaining separate batch work stealing dequeues that are accessed whenever processors have operations to be performed on the abstract data type. A processor with a task to be performed on the data structure stores it in a request array and tries to acquire a global lock. If succeeded the processor puts a task to perform the batch update in its batch dequeue. Then all the processors with request in the request array run the work stealing routine on the batch dequeues until there are no tasks left. The goal here is to provide a scheduler with provable bounds on the running time using P processors. But, as we show in Section 3.4, we can use the idea of parallel combining to implement a concurrent data structure, given its parallel batched counterpart for dynamic multithreading. This appears to be one of the applications of our parallel combining technique.
Concluding remarks
Besides performance gains, parallel combining can potentially bring other interesting benefits.
First, a parallel batched implementation is typically provided with bounds on the running time. The use of parallel combining allows us to derive some bounds resulting concurrent ones. Consider, for example, a binary search tree. To balance the tree, state-of-the-art concurrent algorithms use the relaxed AVL-scheme [7] . This scheme does not provide guarantees on the height of the tree and, in the worst case, the tree can turn into a list. Applying parallel combining to a parallel batched binary search tree (e.g., [5] ), we get a concurrent tree with logarithmic bounds on the height.
Second, the technique might enable the first ever concurrent implementation of certain data types. A promising example is a dynamic tree [1] .
One reason to explain the superior performance of our concurrent priority queue is that our parallel batched implementation is designed for static multithreading and, thus, it has little synchronization overhead. This might not be the case for dynamic multithreading, where synchronization on the schedule can be costly, and we intend to check it in the forthcoming work. 
